Moving Towards Discomfort
A Compilation

Phyllis Drackley

Anxiety has been a recurring companion for me since childhood. The
past few years have been full of triggers and lots of family drama.
Caregiving for my 94 year old aunt who was a hoarder and lived next
door. After she died, dealing with the loss of our family homestead to
a manipulative cousin. My son and his wife both lost their jobs. They
and my then 2 year old granddaughter moved in with us for a few
months; 18 months later they moved out. A very wise woman
suggested that I seek some counseling. I decided to take her advice
and return to my psychologist. I have decided to continue seeing the
psychologist to learn to manage my anxiety in a much better way.

E.H.
Writing this post, especially in a very new-to-me group, would fit the
bill, but I'll give a bit more.
This is one of the times of year I tend to reflect a bit more.
Last Wednesday, I picked up my 7-year chip. I am seven years sober
by the Grace of a God I struggle with and the help I have found in a
fellowship of other sober drunks.
My moving toward discomfort is in living life as me, with me, soberly. I
drank, most of the time, to stop the feelings and thoughts and to
disappear, not to be social. So the discomfort for me is in allowing me
to show up--not the me I think you want me to be, but me. Allowing
people, including myself, to get to know who I really am--my story, and
more terrifyingly, who I really am and how I really think and feel today.
Feeling my feelings, which I still avoid more than I don't.
I practice all of this imperfectly, and there has been progress. I still fall
back on food more often than I wish I did, but I have hope (most days)
that if I keep showing up, I will put that down eventually, too...God
willing, and I continue, however haltingly and discomfortably, to
enlarge my spiritual life.

It was serendipity, the same day this challenge was posted a
friend of mine posted that she had hit her 50lb weight loss mark.
Also Weight Watchers rebranded itself as "Wellness that
Works".
Weight is something I have struggled with all of my adult life.
Sometimes I have been too thin (hyperactive thyroid), but mostly
overweight.
I have had resistance to looking at my weight as a health issue.
My natural tendency was not to have my have my life dictated by
cultural norms. Media and in a lot of ways society tries to make
us feel bad about our bodies. Yes, I have been the victim of fat
shaming, even by "medical" professionals. My natural reaction to
this is to tell them to take a long walk off a short pier. There is
comfort in being in a group, even if it is ostracized.
When it comes to something that causes me stress, I have in the
past internalized my feelings and stress. Recently, I have been
working at not doing this, and letting others in. It took me three
days to get up the courage to write this post.
Honestly I love food and wine, and I cannot change that. My
goal is to enter into a healthy relationship with it.
The first comes tomorrow morning, I will be attending is my first
WW meeting. My recent Faith journey has helped me to try and
overcome my fear, and move towards discomfort.

Rebekah Bokros Hatch

Julie Syracuse

Raising a daughter is tough business, as many of you know.
Everyday she pushes me towards discomfort, giving me
chances to question my own deep-seeded assumptions about
how women should respond to the world. I don't always get it
right, but I continue to work at re-examining what messages I'm
sending with my words and with my actions. To that end, once
she became old enough to perhaps begin the conversation
about shaving, I stopped shaving, myself. It sounds so silly, but I
didn't want to tell her one thing ("You can make a choice that's
best for you," "Women all over the world make different
choices," "YOU DON'T HAVE TO CONFORM!!!") but all the
while continue to shave. So I stopped. Easy enough in the
winter, but hairy legs in the summer sure do stand out! But, I got
used to it and thought I was ready to broach the conversation
with her. Only to discover that she had begun shaving without
my even noticing. Ha! So, she stays nice and smooth; and I
remain uncomfortable and hairy. Just trying to raise a woman
who makes her own damn choices. Sigh.

A. M.
My gut instinct in the last 10 years has been to avoid my mom.
Our relationship has become quite a challenge and I’ve felt
discouraged these last couple of years in her minimal
involvement with my son (her only grandchild). I was hoping
for so much more in our relationship and in theirs, but I’m
coming to the conclusion that I’ve put my own expectations on
her when it’s really up to her to decide. My
#movingtowardsdiscomfort is to purposely lean into more
experiences with her so that I may find myself loving her in the
way I need to feel loved; to show her the forbearance, mercy,
compassion, forgiveness and kindness I so desperately need
shown to me. I have so much to grow from these strong areas
of discomfort.
So here we are, in a secluded house in Maine for a week (with
absolutely nothing to do!) so that I have ample opportunity to
show her the love of God. ❤

Moving toward discomfort. One of the ways I’m moving
toward discomfort is taking 54 days off from
complaining.
1. By eliminating complaining, I’m more aware of how
often I complain.
2. Complaining is a way I build relationships and feel
connected to others. So I’m thinking about other ways to
meet that need. Can I thank that person? Give them a
compliment or encourage them? Share an emotion that
I’m feeling? Ask for help? Ask for their perspective?
3. Complaining is a way I let off steam and deal with
uncomfortable emotions. Again, how can I reduce my
stress, other than complaining? Take a walk? Go
outside? Breathe? Connect with a human being? Pray?
Make a gratitude list?
4. Maybe most uncomfortable of all, as a friend
suggested to me this morning, is feeling (and maybe
sharing) the feelings that drive me to complain.
Sadness. Anger. Fear. Frustration. Complaining helps
me fend these off by directing them somewhere else.
What’s your experience of complaining?

Meredith Kadet Sanderson

Michelle Bullock
I’ve been trying to be a better communicator with the
students, teachers and parents at our school. This is a
purposely fuzzy snapshot of some of the detailed
information I’m making available to students and parents to
check at any time. I’ve committed to updating it in a timely
manner. This challenges my fear of making mistakes (and
being called on it), my organizational habits (or lack
thereof) and my habitual procrastination.
I’m trying to teach my students that we all make mistakes,
but that we learn and “fail forward,” so I’m going to practice
what I preach! I'm going to mess this up a lot, but by being
a better communicator, I think my ministry and my teaching
will be a lot better. :)

Sandra Sabene
This was the year for me to jump into this topic! I did many
things to move toward discomfort and challenged myself to
really BE SEEN! But to list the most challenging one?...
that’s pretty obvious. I did a TEDx talk in April. I speak like
this often and I’m always painting in front of people, so
that’s really not the huge hurdle(but still super hard!)...it was
facing my body image issues and my insecurities around
being seen as an artist by the art community( as an
expressive artist and lacking that art degree).
But I really dove in and asked myself why I wanted to do this talk. Honestly, that forced me to really
get clear within myself more than I ever expected. So what did I learn about me in the process?...I
found a strength I that I never felt before. And that strength was in the courage to simply NOT care
what others thought when it came to expressing my truth.
In this whole process I became ready to be seen in a much more authentic way. Now i feel like
speaking more, sharing my actual opinion more!! And not playing it safe; which is still very scary at
times -being the people pleaser. But I have deepened so many relationships since this growth
happened. The conversations are richer and spiritually charged! I am very grateful for the opportunity
to share this. Thank you.

Carrie Schofield-Broadbent

"As a pacifist, I’ve spent a lot of time feeding my love of peace,
but not a lot of time understanding the experience of veterans.
In a parish I served, there were several men, for whom being a
veteran was an integral part of their identity. Since I felt more
love for them than discomfort around their identity as veterans,
I moved in toward my discomfort.
There was one man in the parish who really needed to share
his story about serving at the battle of Iwo Jima. I made the
choice (inspired and nudged by the Holy Spirit) to sit and listen
to him, and listen well, for as long as he wanted to talk. I didn’t
become less of a pacifist; I still think war is wrong. But I heard
in this man’s stories compassion, a search for meaning, deep
integrity, a love of humanity – on both sides of the conflict, and
a deep connection with those who shared a similar experience.
I no longer think in binaries like: Pro-war, Anti-war. I now see
veterans differently and know that I can sit with them in our
shared humanity, and shared hope for a better future."

I had been serving an a new role for over 3 years and had not
taken any continuing education time, and not even enough
vacation time. I was tired and knew I needed a reset, but I
was resisting signing up for the usual things my colleagues
typically sign up for: conflict resolution classes, spiritual
practice classes, communication training, etc. All good
things, BTW! Instead, I listened to my heart and what it was
hungry for: a need for creativity and connection. I listen to
Johnathan Field's podcast, The Good Life Project and for 4+
years I had heard him talk about a sleep away camp for
adults in update NY. There would be creativity and
connection. And s'mores. Bingo! And I was surprised at the
resistance I had to being with 450 strangers (I meet strangers
all the time in my work and love it!): What would I say?! Who
would I eat lunch with?! Bunk beds, what the what?! And
then I went and allowed myself to receive the gift of receiving
the authentic presence of lovely people in a creative setting.
Essentially, I trusted my heart.
I found myself grateful for the reminder to trust that feeling--I
am now even more open to trusting my heart when she tells
me (with love!) that I need to step out, take the risk and
receive what is on offer. The gifts always come when we
allow ourselves to receive them!

Catherine Massey

Hillary Raining
For the last few days, my dad and I have been working with
some amazing people to work on a video course for The
Hive about bee keeping as an act of eco stewardship. It’s
not easy for me to be on camera because I am pretty selfconscious. I believe in this project though and that helped.
Knowing you all were out there helped too!

Sue "CheckSix" Wood Cenci

My husband, Chip, and I hiked the Appalachian Train (all
2000 miles of it). Before we started I was very afraid of
being cold because of a traumatic event I had as a child.
The possibility of hiking in snow terrified me, but I like
backpack hiking and I wanted to hike the AT, so I pushed
through my fear. We did have many cold days and nights,
and two days of hiking in a snowstorm (see photo). I
quickly learned that being cold is not as terrifying as it had
been. As long as I was moving I was comfortable. Once
we stopped I immediately got cold, so Chip and I worked
out a pattern that I would put up the tent and lay out our
sleeping bags while Chip worked on supper. Once our
bedding was out I'd climb into my sleeping bag. The snow
days were after many days of cold, so I had become
comfortable with our pattern by then. Hiking down the
mountain (and out of the snow) on the second day
actually turned out to be fun because we were with friends
(so everyone kept an eye on everyone else to be safe). I
had learned what I needed to do to keep warm - mittens
with hand warmers, layers, keep moving, and immediately
getting out of wet clothes and into dry clothes when we
stopped. I'm not a fan of winter camping/hiking, but being
cold no longer affects me as strongly as it did before our
hike.

Cynthia Byers Walter
...my move toward discomfort these days is coming through a months-long Ignatian program (19th
Annotation.) In Spiritual Exercise 53, Ignatius encourages engagement with Christ on the Cross,
dying for love, and then examination of our response to this. Doing this exercise I was of course
moved by sorrow and pity, but it struck me that Jesus wasn't content with sorrow and pity. From the
cross he told his mother and the beloved disciple "Here is your son....here is your mother." Christ
doesn't want our concern for the suffering to consist of sorrow and pity alone, but that we "take
each other into our home. My move into discomfort has to do with what that means for me and the
people whom God puts in front of me each day.

Sara Schofield Booker

Public Speaking: Face-to-Face vs. Video. I have had no issues with the former, but am wildly
uncomfortable with the latter. When my work team decided to develop training videos about the
USDA Child Nutrition Programs we administer, I had no intention of being on camera. I developed
scripts, interviewed videographers, choose filming venues, developed questions for on-screen
interviews, and coached those in front of the camera to help them feel at ease. Then my team
realized we needed something we hadn't gotten through our other interviews. Since I delivered the
content in many face to face trainings over the past few years, I was asked to sit for a filmed
interview. The first of the videos is now live on the Maryland State Department of Education's
YouTube channel, ready to share with our school districts. Fortunately, I'm only on screen for a little
over a minute. The child care video which uses more of my footage will be posted within the next few
weeks. The self-critical part of me is lit up! Putting myself out there so publicly as an expert on the
subject felt presumptuous, but for no good reason. I am well qualified, and very capable. I am trying
to be more comfortable in claiming my own knowledge and expertise. #movingtowarddiscomfort

Louise Brown-Smith
Years ago I read the quote by Helen Keller, “ always, always, do
what you are afraid to do,” and have taken it seriously. Most
recently I have done 2 scary things. Before marrying Al, I never
went to church and really felt negatively toward the words in the
Bible, and especially the Prayer Book. It all seemed exclusive.
During the past few years I have made a point of attending Bible
studies and even long term Bible classes, and started to really feel
the words, understand tradition, and just know more. This year I
am a lector in our church and am loving that. When I read I know
what I’m reading and actually get into the situation and words in
the texts. It’s still a little scary! That’s probably enough, but the
situation that made me the most scared was when I asked a
vendor why he flew the Confederate flag and have started having
conversations (very small ones) regarding “don’t tread on me
flags,” too.

Eric L. Moore

I’ve jumped out of a airplane, twice. And I’m acrophobic.

Zeke Leonard
Ok, this is going to take some explaining. This is a photo of a loom I
built (I have never built a loom in my life) to weave a tapestry (I have
never woven before) out of sticks and grass (which might really fail.
The first one sure did). This is, to say the least, pretty silly. Why am I
doing it?
Because my creative practice intentionally inhabits the boundaries of
what I believe to be my creative ability. What does that mean and why
would I do that?
I define myself as a creative person, a person who is driven to be creative daily, in the original sense
of the word creative: that is, I live to create, to make things, to manipulate materials in to other states
of identity. I make stuff. I make a lot of stuff. I make scrambled eggs and guitars and patches on my
pants and fires and friendships and music and furniture and drawings and cocktails. I make sawdust
and dirty dishes and smelly socks. I make moments and objects and spaces. I make stuff.
I am often called upon to make something that I have made before, and there is a joy in that of
course. Every Saturday morning (almost) I combine flour and baking soda and salt and sugar and
butter and buttermilk and I make biscuits. I love to feed my family, and there is a joy in enacting a
familiar set of motions.
But then there is my creative practice.
In my creative practice I intentionally seek out projects and methods that are new to me, that are
alien to my hands and my eyes, that make me clumsy. I deeply feel that there is a value to creative
struggle. There is benefit to groping through fog. Many of my explorations engage a material or a
tool that is familiar to me, but that engages that tool in an unfamiliar way. It is by engaging this
seeking that I find myself, or maybe a part of myself. Missteps cast a harsh light on our assumptions
and our limits and our identities.
I built this loom too tall (I often have larger expectations than I can fill). It does not need to be as
complicated as I made it (I overthink and tend to want to plan more than I probably need to). The
product is not quite as beautiful or as structurally sound as I want it to be (I am an optimist, after all).
These are not failures. These are moments of me confronting myself cleanly. I inhabit a space of
immense privilege. I need to do little to make my life “ok.” By creating at the boundaries of my
abilities I learn again and again about that privilege. I learn again and again about my
responsibilities.
A teacher of mine said to me once long ago “If you are the smartest person in the room then you are
in the wrong room.” I am looking for the right room.

Anonymous
I am constantly letting my kids do physical things that scare the daylights out of
me and not saying be careful. It’s good for their development. I was unaware
until I was older that I grew up in a household with a culture of control, fear,
worry, anxiety, and little trauma that has shaped how I see and react to the world.

Anonymous

After reading your post today I decided to face an area of
discomfort I have been avoiding. About 2 weeks ago I was
in charge of a registration table at our company’s annual
fundraiser. A good friend came to help. I admit I was
exhausted to begin with and found myself rather cranky.
She arrived and began telling me better (in her mind) of
ways to do things. My supervisor had given me instructions
to follow and I was not prone to change them at the last
moment. I was bold and told her no, this is how we are
going to do this. She kept questioning me of the whys and I
could feel myself getting frustrated. The hordes of people
started arriving. I could tell she was uncomfortable and
there really was no way to change things. As soon as it was
possible I asked if she would like to be relieved and go be
with her husband. No, she didn’t. We eventually said our
good byes and it seemed okay, but I wasn’t settled in that I
felt she was angry or SOMETHING with me.
I talked to my other daughter regarding this and she seemed
fearful I had done something wrong. So for 2 weeks I have
been holding onto this not wanting to hear our friendship
might be damaged somehow. After listening to your brave
broadcast, I picked up the phone and called her. She
treated me with surprise and joy. I asked her right out if she
was upset with me and if she was, to please come right out
and tell me. She was not in a position to speak further, but
said she would think back. She did not sound upset, and
said she was not. This is not a huge deal, but I faced this
fear and thought I would share.

